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Thc  trade-off  between  image reject.ion and  channel  selection  in 
heterodyne  receivers often rcstricts  the  frequency  planning  and 
requires  external  image-reject filters. Hartley and Weaver image- 
reject  architectures  partially  resolve  this issue at.  the  cost of 
requiring  precise  phasc  and  gain  matching  in  both  the  signal  path 
and  the local oscillator (LO) path.  The  use of polyphase filters to 
improve  the  matching  [l]  typically  leads to a  high power dissipa- 
tion whereas  analog  calibration [Z] mandates periodic refreshing, 
a  difficult  issue  in CDMA systems  that  must rcceive continuously. 
In this  Weaver receiver, gain  and  phase  mismatches  are  calibrat- 
ed simultaneously by a least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm.  The 
receiver  targets a sensitivity  and blocking pcrforrnance  commcn- 
sur& with  wideband CDMA (WCDRW) systems. 

F i p r e  16.6.1  shows the receiver  amhitecture,  where  the blocks 
denoted by A are  variabledelay  stages. An  LhZS adaptation  circuit 
adjusts  the  phase  and  gain of the second downconversion stage 
without  disturbing  the RE' section. In calibration  mode, an imagc 
tone is applied a t   the  RF input, the  output y(tj is measured.  and 
the coefficients W I  and  w ?  are  updated  according to the LMS algo- 
rithm,  in  discrete steps, until y(t) approaches zero. The LhlS algo- 
rithm  isgiven by w1,s[im+liT1 = w ~ , ~ ~ m T l t ~ ~ ~ ~ m T l x ~ ; ~ l n ~ T l  where 
wl,2l(mtl)T) denotes  the  values of w1 and wz at discretetime 
p i n t  (m+l)T, p is  the  step  size, ~[ rnT]  is the  error,  and  xI,&nTl 
represents  the  values of two input 'regressors", i.e., two inputs 
with  which  the  error must be correlated to determine  the  change 
in  the coefficients. 

Five obkvat ions  cm be  made from the receiver  architecture 
shown in Figure 18.6.1.  First,  two  additional  mixers, -MX1 and 
M X z ,  multiply  the  signals at points A and B by one  phase oFLO2, 
thereby  generating  xl(t)  and xZ(:t), respectively. I t  is  important  to 
note  that  the noisc and nonlinearity of M X I  and M X z  are unim- 
portant,  allowing  minimal  power  dissipation  penalty i2.5mW 
each).  Second, the receiver is fully difFerentia1, except for the LNA 
and RF mixers. Moreover, the  phase and gain  misrnatches  are 
controllcd  differentially to avoid systematic  errom  Third.  the 
dclay  stage & duplicatcs  the role ofA2, enabling  delay  lines A 1  and 
A2 to see  equal loads. Furthermore, since  the  delay  lines  only  con- 
trol the  phase of LOz, whose  frequency is about  one-tenth of LOl, 
they  introduce  negligible  phase  noise.  Foulth,  the LMS algorithm 
is replaced by the sipsign (SS) LMS algorithm to reduce  herd- 
ware complexity. Using the SS-LhlS approach.  only  the  signs of 
the  error  and  the  input  regressors  are  multiplied,  allowing com- 
plicated digital multipliers to be replaced  by XOR gates.  Finally, 
the accuracy of calibration or the amount of image  suppression is 
limited by the  offset  voltage of the comparator uscd to generate 
the  error signal. Fortunately,  the LMS algorithm  enables offset 
cancellation hy adding a third coefficient wi th  an  input regressor' 
XDC = 1. This coeffrcient (not shown in Figure  15.6.1  but  imple- 
mented  in  the prototype1 adds or suhtracts  a  differential  current 
in the  input  stagc of the  comparator. 

The receiver  is for thc 2.11 to 2.17 GHz WCDMA band.  The LN.4 
and RF mixers  illustrated  in F i y r c  16.6.2 use a  current  re-use 
technique  similar  to [3j except t.hat two  single-balanced  quadra- 
ture RF mixers  are  stacked on top of the LKA. With an  IF of 
ZOOMHz, inductive  loads  are  used for the RF mixers tu increase 
voltage  headroom. These 260nH inductors  are  inqdernented as 
stacked  spirals I41. 

The  gain  control  and  phase  control  in  the  second  downconvcrsion 
stage must  be  realized so one  docs  nnt alTect the  other as such an 
intcraction may prohibit  convergcnce in  t.he LMS loop. For this 
reason, the  gain control  adjusts  only a fraction of the gain of the 
second downconversion  mixers. As illustrated in F i p r c  18.6.3, 
each  mixer is decomposed into a mnin path  and a vnriablc-gain 
path,  the latter scaled-down in both device  size and bias  current 
by a  factor of 5. Thus,  thc gain is varied by + I S  dB from a n o m -  
nal  main-mixer  gain of MU. The  outputs of thc  two  paths  are 
added  in the  current  domain. Thc variable-delay  stages  are  simi- 
lar to those in 121 with 125" phase  adjuatment for a 200h.fHz LO 
frequency This  wide  range  accommodates  large  phase  mismatch- 
es in the RF and LO paths. 

The SS-LMS machine  lends  itself to a  compact  mixed-siy~al 
implementation  (Figure  18.6.4a). To achieve  high  calibration 
;xcuracy,  each  digital-to-analog  converter [DhC) has  1111 resolu- 
tion,  providing  0.001SdB  gain  stcp, 0.0244' phase slep, and a 
48.8[IV offset step. 

In  this design, the DACs must  providc l l b  monotonicicy with low 
complexity. Since  spced and  intcgral  nonlinearity of the DACs are 
not critical. a compact. low-power topology is possible. As shown 
in  Figurc 18.G 4b. the  binary  input is deconlposed  and  converted 
into a 6b mnrse 1-of-n code and a 61) finc 1-of-n code. Thc  former 
selects  two  consecutive  tap  vnltagcs of the  resistor  ladder,  whose 
voltage difference is then  mbdivided by a string of 32 MOSFETs 
opcrating in thc trio&  region. The finc code subsequently  selects 
one of the subdivided  valucs,  generating  the  proper V u u t .  A key 
property of the above DAC topology is its  guaranteed rnonotonici- 
cy for  Hrbitrarily  high  resolutions,  a  critical  aspect for use in  feetl- 
back  systems. 

The  receiver  along  with  the LhlS calibration uses a  digit.al 
0.25vm CMOS technology.  The  circuit  has  been  testcd  with a 
2.5V supply  and  achieves 5.2dH ~ncaeured noise  figure,  41dB 
voltage  gain, -17dBm input IP3, a n d  -33dEm  blocking  level. 
The  linearity of the  receiver is limited by that of the second 
downconversion mixers. 

Large  mismatches  in the secup  limit the image-rcjectinn  ratio to 
25dB before calibration. After calibration,  the  image  rejection is 
measured by applying  a  desired  tone  and  an  image  tone of equal 
power and  measuring  the  direrence  between  their  nmplitudes as 
they  appear  in  the  baseband. As shown  in  Fikp-e 18.6.5. the SS- 
LMS calibration  improves thc IRR from 25dB to 57dB. The IRR 
is also  measured  across  the WCDMA frequency  range by main- 
taining a constant  baseband frequent? Figure 1S.6.6 plots the 
IRR, indicating only 1dB of degradation as the  input frequency 
deviates from the  calibration  point.  The  circuit  consumes 55mW 
during  calibration  mode  and 50mW during  normal  reception. 
Figure 18.6.7 shows a  micrograph of the1.23x1.84 mm' die. 
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Figure 18.6.3: Simplilied Circuit af secasd mixer. 

Figure 18.6.5: Oulput speclrum wilh desired tone at 4 MHz and image a 1 6  MHz. 
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Figure 16.8.4: (a) SS-CMS adaptation circuit, (hj  1 slice ai OAC. 
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Fioure 18.6.6: Measured IRR YS. Inout freouencv. . . .  -~ I 



f Figure 18.4.7: 4.FSK receiver  die micrograph. 

Figure 19.l.T Analog Iron\ end micagraph. - - - ..-_I_+*-- 

figure 19.2.7: System-side chip  micrograph.  Figure 19.2.8: Isolated-side  chip  micrograph. __ - -- - . -. - . . . . . .. . _ _  - _.__ - 


